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I am Heather Fleming, your nourishment supporter. Thank you for joining

me as I share a new approach to nutrition. 

We have been confused by trying to find the perfect diet outside of

ourselves. Instead, we are perfect and we have to learn how to listen to

this amazing, complicated body of ours that DESIRES to be healthy. 

As a Clinical Nutritionist, I tried to find the perfect diet, only to realize,

that there isn't one. The Conscious Nutrition's Meals & Feels program is

for you to set your mind free from doubt, guilt, and confusion about your

choices. And this process will also help your body release inflammation,

absorb nutrients, reduce bloating and increase your energy! 

All I want for you is to develop a deeper trust in yourself as you choose

what nourishes you in every moment. 

Hello There,

with abundant

nourishment, 

Heather Dawn Fleming
ConsciousNutr i t ion.com



You have taken your Food Relationship Type
quiz and discovered your Type: 
REBEL-er, COMFORT-er, GUILT-er, NUMB-er,
or CONNECT-or. 

Understanding how we emotionally respond to
food, choices, habits, and others, helps us shift
our programming.

You will WORRY way less about food because

you learned a method that supports you. 

You will discover tips on what to do when you

are emotional or feel confused about what to

eat.  

Introduction to Meals & Feels

Understanding your Food Relationship
Type

When we try to make new habits or shift

perspectives, there is a force within us that

DOESN'T desire to change. 

Some call it resistance. Some call it

sabotage.

Forty is a Master Number meaning highly

practical and conscientious in nature. It can

be thought of as limitless.  

This program can be complemented with

other practices to expand your state of

awareness. There is no minimum or

maximum amount of time to continue this

experiment.  

 

Why 40-days of Meal Ideas? 
What are your Unconscious & Subconscious
Beliefs?  

Your subconscious is the part of your mind
that we are not fully aware of but which
influences one's actions and feelings.

Essentially, most of your subconscious
programming happened between the ages of
0-8, and unless you have worked on
changing those beliefs, they still run in your
mind today. Most people are unaware that
they have subconscious beliefs that are at
their core. You will observe what limiting
beliefs are causing you the most stress with
your relationship with food.  
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M O D U L E  1 :  L I M I T I N G  B E L I E F S  &  M A N T R A S

M O D U L E  5 :  T R A C K  Y O U R  M E A L S  &  F E E L S  &  A C C E P T A N C E
M O D E  

The Conscious Nutrition Food Tree has 4-different Meal Types that combine certain

macronutrients together to assist in digestion and absorption. These Meal Types will

help you practice listening to your body to satisfy your cravings. 

You will receive 40-Meal Ideas. Each week equals the goal of Protein, Starch,

Combined, and Vegan Meals you need for your particular Food Relationship Type.

This structure will help you feel safe and supported, while you learn about what you

desire.   

A simple program to help you trust your senses and learn HOW to emotionally eat.  

You will journal your Meal Types each week and observe guilty feelings, bloating and energy

levels. These will help you uncover what your body needs to balance. Track how you feel

each week while you implement the different Meal Types.

Instead of feeling overwhelmed trying to meal plan, you will incorporate these 3-easy

steps before you choose food. Practice the Feel Your Meal process to connect to your

senses every time you meal plan, make a meal, order out or feel confused about what to

eat.  

Module Overview
I N T R O D U C T I O N  &  O V E R V I E W

M O D U L E  2 :  T H E  F E E L  Y O U R  M E A L  P R O C E S S

M O D U L E  3 :  T H E  " M E A T  O R  B E A N S  &  P O T A T O E S  O F
T H E  P R O G R A M . - C O N S C I O U S  N U T R I T I O N  F O O D  T R E E  

M O D U L E  6 :  C H E C K L I S T S  &  S H I F T  Y O U R  C O N S C I O U S N E S S  

Review how you feel, your progress, and your success. Most people

do not realize how far they have come and only focus on how far 

 they have to go.  

M O D U L E  4 :  4 0 - D A Y S  O F  M E A L  I D E A S  &  R E C I P E  B O O K  

Our operating system has old-outdated beliefs and fears that could be holding us back.

Repeat your Food Relationship Type Mantra when you are feeling overshelmed.  



Why Diets Don't Work
Does this yo-yo cycle below feel familiar to you? When we try to look outside of
ourselves for authority on what to eat, we will continue to feel powerless. When you
take back your power and declare you want to work WITH your body, you will have a
new relationship with how you nourish yourself.  

These feelings can lead to eating while being triggered and in a state of stress.  You
may know what to do, but what is holding you back? We need a more well-balanced
approach, not just a well-balanced diet.  

The foundation may be unresolved shame or guilt that keeps looping you into this
cycle.  It has NOTHING to do with your will-POWER. You get to observe the shame
and guilt with heaps of self-compassion and curiousty.  
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Reduce Ingesting...
GUILT

SHAME
JUDGEMENT

We are going to practice observing these emotions in relation to our food choices.  
Food provides us energy, connection, comfort, support, and relief. 

When we give our power away to what we 'should' be doing, we are disconnecting
from ourselves and then this leads to the guilt and shame cycle. (we will discuss
this more)

The opposite of feeling guilty is deserved. You DESERVE a nourished life. The diet
culture led us down a dark hole of underserving and shaming. 

NOW, we will turn up our senses and sensuality. We are meant to live a life of joy
and freedom. And what if the complexity of nutrition rules and guilt are causing
you confusion to choose nourishment with ease?   

 When was the last time you moaned over a meal you made for yourself? 

Let's MOAN MORE!  
 

You are in training to become the Master of YOU!

ConsciousNutrition.com
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Science of Consciousness  

Curious
Open-hearted
Open-minded
Receptive 

The theory is that people are either left-brained or right-brained, meaning that one
side of their brain is dominant. If you're mostly analytical and methodical in your
thinking, you're said to be left-brained. If you tend to be more creative or artistic,
you're thought to be right-brained.

When it comes to your nutrition and health, you want to use BOTH aspects of your
brain. I use to be just scientific and logical, and that is when I had more health issues,
stress, and confusion. When I started to access my right brain, I could expand my
senses and perspective. 

While you practice your Meals & Feels program, try to be:
1.
2.
3.
4.

ConsciousNutrition.com
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Nutrition 101 

Let's break down nutrition:

If you are malnourished = your toxicity increases 

If your toxicity is elevated = you are malnourished

We have overcomplicated nutrition by counting points, macros, controlling and
forcing our bodies. Most people I see our malnourished and are not absorbing the
quality foods they are eating. This can be from chronic stress, inflammation, unfelt
emotions, or digestive difficulty. 

Instead of trying to go all or none with any approach, we need to do gentle shifts to
help the body become nourished TO RELEASE toxins.  

ConsciousNutrition.com
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Poop There It Is! 
Poop and sleep like a baby equal amazing health. :)  These two are indicators that
your cells are absorbing nutrients and releasing toxins. 

Signs of a good poop: A brown, semi-floating, semi-sinking 6-8 inch log that
effortlessly escapes and leaves you feeling empty.  
Head here for more information: https://consciousnutrition.com/what-can-your-poop-
teach-you/ 

Signs of good sleep: You lay your head on the pillow and ease into a deep sleep for the
ENTIRE night, I repeat, the ENTIRE night (some people with certain issues may not
pertain) and wake up feeling rested. 

Your bladder is big enough to hold it. And waking in the middle of the night is more
about elevated levels of glucose in the body cause the kidneys at night draw more
fluid into the urine. This can result in increased urine formation and disturbing
nighttime urination. 

When you balance your blood sugar with this program, you will enhance your
absorption and digestion. Keep observing your sleep patterns and energy. Try
different strategies to get you to sleep better because it is SO important to healing.
Doing the same thing over and over isn't going to help you make changes. Get curious
and courageous to try NEW things.  
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Module 1: 
What are your limiting beliefs?  

When you were young, did an aunt mention you had a pretty face but a stocky
body? 
Did you believe that food was a source of comfort and love from your family? 
Did you bond with a parent over a diet regimen at a young age? 
Do you believe it is impossible to be healthy and release excess weight?  
Did your weight protect you from teasing, abuse or insecurities? 

Weight is so much more than calories in and calories out. Your body could be holding
on to weight to protect you emotionally. Some philosophies believe your emotions
and past traumas are stored in your cells. Do you believe this? If you don't and have
always carried extra weight or have constant, obsessive thoughts around food, I
challenge you to dive deeper into your subconscious and heal some of your outdated
beliefs. Be kind with yourself and have the support you can trust available to you. 

Let's begin with a declaration. Say this out loud or write it in a journal a few times and
notice the feelings that come up.  Then sign your name to it. You are declaring you
want to shift. These thoughts can change your current reality. Are you ready?  

 
I declare I am worthy of receiving the health,

happiness, and wellness I deserve. 
I deserve to live the life of my dreams.

 
 

__________________________________

ConsciousNutrition.com
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Module 1: 
What is your Food Relationship
Type (FRT)? 

Old limiting beliefs
Past dieting rules and restrictions
‘Shoulding’ on themselves all-day
Perfectionist syndrome (cause there is no such thing as a perfect diet, except
you experiment with you)
Feeling guilty for made-up reasons
Judging themselves when they comfort eat
Numbing out and not addressing the feelings associated with the numbness
Saying they want to change then rebelling the next day. (Totally me)

There was a missing ingredient in my Conscious Nutrition program. Besides
sharing the information and science of What to eat, I noticed people’s operating
systems were corrupted with …

I use to DO and be all of these. Then one day, I realized I can question and be
curious about all of these corrupted thoughts that use to provide me information
and safety.

My thoughts do not rule or define me.

Many philosophies of psychology suggest we program our subconscious from our
family, surroundings, friends, and teachers from the ages of 0-9. These programs
happen because the child’s brain activity is very receptive and operates primarily in
the theta state, which is a bit hypnotic. While in the theta state, children spend
much of their time mixing the imaginary world with the real world.

ConsciousNutrition.com
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Module 1: 
Our Inner Child
A child’s perceptions of the world are directly downloaded into the subconscious during this
time, without discrimination and without filters of the analytical self-conscious mind which
doesn’t fully exist yet. Our fundamental perceptions about life and our role in it are learned
without us having the capacity to choose or reject those beliefs. We were simply programmed.
The problem is that we download our perceptions and beliefs about life, years before we
acquire the ability for critical thinking. As young children we download limiting or sabotaging
beliefs, those perceptions or misperceptions became our truths.
A non-food example I caught one day was, when I automatically responded to a friend about
paying way too much for a concert ticket. RIGHT when I said it, I FELT a feeling that this wasn’t
my belief but one that was handed down to me. SO PLEASE pay as much as you want for your
favorite concert ticket that brings you immense joy, and don’t let anyone or YOUR small self
tell you otherwise.

By now you may be thinking, “Oh crap. I appear to be a victim of my
programming.”
The good news is, that whatever has been programmed can be deprogrammed and
reprogrammed. WOO HOO!

The quality of the self-conscious mind endows humans with one of the most
powerful forces in the Universe— the opportunity to express free will.
~Resource: Dr. Bruce Lipton.

It is NOT about your lack of willpower, nor is it about trying harder. 
When we begin to reveal and unravel our patterns, habits, and programs, we can discern what
we truly need.
I created the Food Relationship Types (FRT) and Quiz to help us identify which Food
Relationship Type may be more dominant. Honestly, I am all of them. And can be in one day.
The more we practice the 5-deep breaths, mantra, and calm down our stress hormones when
we are having a flare-up, the less we will repress our emotions and cope with food.
You will take the quiz and discover your FRT, then we will dive deeper into the types in the next
module.
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Simple Overview: Your Main
Course: 

What is your Food Relationship Type (FRT)? 

Choose your Mantra for your Food Relationship Type. 
Review the Feel Your Meal process & Conscious Nutrition
Food  Tree
Review the 40-Days of meal ideas & recipes 
Track Your MEALS: Count your Meal Types in the journal
each week. 
Track your FEELS: Track Guilt, Energy & Bloating each week.
Refer to the legend for simple tips to reduce guilt and bloat,
and increase energy.  
Check Lists, Supportive Resources, and Recipe Videos 

It is broken down into 6 modules and has bite-size videos to help
explain each module and lesson. 
This is a SELF-paced program for you to understand your own
body. 
 

1.
https://consciousnutrition.com/discover-your-food-relationship-
type/

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

Be the nourishment GURU of YOU! 
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Food is celebration, comfort, nourishment, energy and something we rely on. And as with any

relationship, we can experience ups and downs.  

To create and cultivate a healthy relationship, we need to address and understand our

feelings. Our culture has been predominately mentally focused regarding what success

means. So we get on the mental hamster wheel of society and are trained to stuff down our

feelings, quit being so sensitive and get tough and get over it. 

Now, is the time to develop an entirely new relationship with yourself and how you relate to

food.

If you have had a complicated relationship in the past as I did, you can shift it and start on a

new path. 

I created the 3-step Feel Your Meal process to support your NEW relationship with

food. Every time you eat, you get to practice and that is all we can do!  

Module 2: 
Feel Your Meal Process

"We are FEELING creatures who think". 
-Jill Bolte author of "Whole Brain Living"

ConsciousNutrition.com
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CLICK HERE! 
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This breathwork pause can help you reset your nervous

system, prepare your digestive tract, calm your mind

and reduce cortisol before you eat. 

When your body and organs relax, you have a better

chance to absorb vitamins and minerals in your

digestive tract.  It use to be cool to be 'busy'. Now, it is

time to change this, especially when we eat. 

If you notice obsessive thoughts around food, you need

to practice getting back into your body. 

Your body has innate wisdom. And your Vagus Nerve is

the highway to connect with this wisdom. Your vagus

nerve gathers information from your organs and cells in

your body and brings this information TO the brain.

Most diets are focusing on the mind, now you will

practice learning from your wise body. 

***70% of your body's toxins and body fat are

released by CO2 from your lungs and exhaling.  

Why 5-Deep Breaths? 
Take 5-Deep Breaths before every MEAL
or anytime you are feeling headstrong
around food.  

ConsciousNutrition.com
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Why Hot or Cold and
Sweet or Savory?  
We spend too much time in our brains trying to control what to eat. Instead, we are
going to fire up our senses.
You know the feeling when you bring a salad to work and wish you had a warm, rich,
savory soup? That salad isn't going to satisfy you.  
Of course, we have to plan at times. However, you can still tune in to your body to see
what you truly wanted. I bet you will want this meal next and start to observe patterns
and this will help make meal planning become more intuitive instead of forced
Take a look at your tastebuds. Each taste bud is connected to an organ. Your organs are
giving you clues for which flavor you may need to heal and feel satiated.  

ConsciousNutrition.com
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Module 3: 
ConsciousNutrition Food Tree & Meal Types

The Food Tree is a combination of many different nutrition and healing philosophies. It will

simplify meal planning and preparation. Each Meal Type will support digestion and mineral

absorption. Head to the Youtube Video here for the overview of the Conscious Nutrition Food

Tree & 4 Meal Types.  

ConsciousNutr i t ion.com
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Each week of Meal Ideas equals the number of Protein, Starch, Combined, and Vegan Meals

suggested for your Food Relationship Type.  

These Meal Ideas are a template for you to practice the Feel Your Meal Process and rotate

different foods, macronutrients, and food combinations to support your cravings, digestion,

and energy.  

Watch the thoughts that come up during the week.

Do you overanalyze what you should eat versus trying to feel your senses?

Do you try to force yourself to eat protein because you think you have to?  

Are you scared not to feel full? 

Feeling safe, nourished, and supported signals to the body to utilize stored fat for energy.  

Practice your mantra, rotate your Meal Types and Journal so you can reprogram some of your

old, limiting beliefs.  

Module 4: 
40-Days of Meal Ideas
These Meal Ideas are from the
Conscious Nutrition Meals & Feels
Recipe Book  

ConsciousNutrition.com
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Meal Types for Comfort
& Hunger



Module 5:  Meals & Feels 
Track your Meal Types, symptoms & feelings each day. Track your Feels between 0-5 each
week for the feelings below. (0 equals none and 5 equals the most)

G U I L T  

B L O A T  

E N E R G Y

Which meals, days, foods or feelings caused you the most

guilt this week?  

Bloating is an uncomfortable feeling. Also, it is a sign your digestive tract is

not breaking down your food. The less bloating you have, the better you

can absorb minerals and heal your gut. 

Do you feel slightly tired for a few minutes after a meal?

This is normal. Rest and Digest.  

When you feel guilty, do you emotionally eat? And what

self-talk do you observe? 

Track your POOP! Is it solid, formed and floats? This a sign you are healing

your leaky gut. Track which Meal Types help your bowel movements? 

Observe your energy increase upon waking and in the late

afternoon. 

Guilt is an aspect of not being honest with yourself, unprocessed emotions,

and repressed anger or resentment. The only way to heal this is to feel the

feels. 

IMPORTANT: Hold on to the feeling for 90 seconds to help release your

core beliefs associated with guilt, shame, and blame. Especially before

choosing food.  

ConsciousNutrition.com
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Meals & Feels Legend
Each week review your totals and there is NO judgment, just observation. For the weekly Meal
Types, you can practice longer than the 40 days and keep learning which foods and
combinations support you best. As for the Feels, review your range and add in the tips below
while you keep experimenting.  

G U I L T  

B L O A T  

E N E R G Y

0-10: Congrats! You have been working on your relationship with food. The lower the levels of

guilt the better your body can respond to stress and make healthy choices. 

11-25: When you feel guilty, do you emotionally eat? And what self-talk do you observe? Keep

practicing your mantra and take 5-deep breaths before and after meals.  

26-35: I so appreciate how honest you are being with yourself. At which age did you start to

feel guilty around food? Hold the feeling for 90 seconds before choosing food.  Journal about

what needs you were not receiving? You may need outside support. Don't hesitate to reach

out to people you trust. When you experience this much guilt it is challenging for you to trust

yourself around food. Can this change? ABSOLUTELY. I trust you. 

ConsciousNutrition.com

0-10: Congrats! Your digestion, metabolism, and nervous system are working well together. 

Which Meal Types did you notice felt the best? Keep it up!  

11-25: Did you notice more emotional or mental stress this week? Try to have fewer Combined Meals

when you are feeling more stressed. Take 5 deep breaths and wait until you feel the sensation of

hunger.  

26-35: I feel your pain and discomfort. I spent so many years feeling bloated. It can shift. Keep

journaling and you may need to reach out to a health practitioner to discover food sensitivities or

hormone imbalances. How much mental stress are you experiencing? Try adding in meditation

and visualization.  

16-35: Congrats! Your body is converting the food you are eating into energy. Keep up the great

work!  
11-25: Observe what times of day your energy is lower. Review this blog and add in extra support next

week!  
0-10: Living with low energy is challenging, try reviewing what diet 'rules' may be causing you

more mental and physical stress.

http://consciousnutrition.com/
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Journaling tips 

U P O N  W A K I N G  

M E A L S

S N A C K S

Take 5 deep breaths before each meal!! This is VERY important. 

Try to wait 3-5 hours to eat 

Hydrate with 12-16 oz of room temperature or warm water. 

Practice your mantra if you are feeling compulsive thoughts or cravings.  

Some days you may want snacks and some days not. Trust this and

don't force it. 

Wait to eat until you feel physical hunger signals. If not hungry, eat light or

drink a green juice, broth or a smoothie.  

ConsciousNutrition.com

Nourish first BEFORE you have coffee or tea or caffeine. 

Drink small amounts of liquids with meals and larger amounts between

meals. 

Practice the Feel Your Meal process: Hot or Cold food, Sweet or Savory.

Head to the recipe book and look at recipes. 
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Here is the trick. You can not eat the exact same thing every day at the same time and be

healthy. Woah. We were not meant to be static, we are dynamic creatures. 

Portion control is not the answer, rigid structure is not the answer, counting macronutrients

every day is not the answer.

In some people, however, eating food causes the pancreas to secrete a large amount of

insulin. Your blood sugar drops from its postprandial (blood glucose after a meal) high, but

the insulin goes above and beyond, then your blood sugar continues to plummet past

“normal.” Then hunger becomes constant, but you’re not really receiving nourishment.

You’re just eating to push up your blood sugar.

Then we have the quick fix feeling when the brain tricks you by secreting endogenous

opioids, morphine for the brain, together with dopamine, causing you to want more of

whatever food triggered those secretions. Examples of these foods can be sugar, dairy,

wheat, flour, and alcohol.

You have the answers within you, but we haven't been trained to understand them. 

We have our own unique natural rhythms. Some days you may need light snacks, some days

you may need more satiating meals. 

The journal is for you to keep track of how you feel so you can untangle emotions with

physical cues. 

A great blog regarding Tricky Hunger: https://consciousnutrition.com/tricky-hunger/

Hunger Tips  

How much to eat? 
When to eat?

Should I have snacks?

ConsciousNutrition.com
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FEEL for 90-Seconds
When guilt, shame, blame, numbness, or powerless emotional eating occurs, we have to
PAUSE. Try to understand the origin of the emotion versus judging the feeling and yourself.

These feelings are related to our limiting core beliefs. Whether that is fear of abandonment,
worthlessness, or unresolved shame. When we pause for 90 seconds we are expanding our
state of consciousness. We are Conscious Nutrition.  

E M O T I O N A L  S T R E S S

W H Y  9 0 - S E C O N D S

P R A C T I C E  Y O U R  M A N T R A

Either practice your 5-deep breaths or repeat your mantra here during these 90 seconds. 

According to Harvard brain scientist Dr. Jill Bolte Taylor, ninety seconds is all it takes to identify

an emotion and allow it to dissipate while you simply notice it. When you're stressed, pausing

ninety seconds and labeling what you're feeling (eg., I'm getting angry), tamps down activity in

the amygdala. (Resource:"Whole-Brain Living" by Jill Bolte)

ConsciousNutrition.com

Most emotional triggers occur because one person in the relationship uses a language and tone that
activates a core unconscious belief that we are unworthy of being loved. 

This is either with other people or our own thoughts about ourselves.

Whether we react with anger, irritation, resentment, silence, guilt, or any other low-frequency
response, the source of our reaction at that moment is that we have forgotten to love and honor
ourselves.(resource: GeneKeys.com) 

R E L E A S E  T H E  G O O D / B A D  L A B E L

Practice MORE acceptance than judgment. Instead, of saying "this is bad for me", try saying

"this isn't right for me at this time". 

http://consciousnutrition.com/
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Acceptance Mode Steps

ConsciousNutrition.com

Try to recognize and identify the feeling inside of you 

Validate this core feeling without judgment, guilt,
blame or shame.  

Set your timer for 90-seconds and sit with the feeling.  

Soothe yourself with your mantra, self-compassion
and 5-deep breaths

  

You experience feeling out of control and 
want to emotionally or stress eat

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Module 6: Check Lists
   

ConsciousNutrition.com

Do you notice less obsessive thoughts 
over your food choices? 

Have you felt less guilt after eating certain foods 
that may have triggered you in the past?

Did the ratio of Meal Types help you feel 
more satiated during the day?  

Did you have fewer sugar cravings after meals, especially 
during the afternoon and later in the evening?   

Did you notice a calm feeling after you repeated your 
Food Relationship mantra?   

Did your bloating reduce significantly? 

Did you have more energy to create meals for yourself
and your loved ones?    

Did you notice your bowel movements were more 
consistent and solid? 

Did you notice your sleep was deeper and you
felt more restored in the morning? 

Do you feel more comfortable in your body & clothes?
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Expanding your Awareness 

ConsciousNutrition.com

Have you ever had a feeling and felt it in your gut? Or when you meant someone you
felt a warmth in your heart? What if we combine our mind with our heart and gut
around our choosing meals and snacks?  

Food is comfort and it also gives us energy. Our heart or gut may need support on
certain days. If we have been told our feelings do not matter, we may want to eat them.  

As you practice your Meals & Feels, you will practice feeling your feelings FIRST. Some
of our health issues may be related to lack of emotional support, love, tenderness, and
has NOTHING to do with food.  
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Science of Stress  

Stress Hormones Cause inflammation

Levels of "the stress hormone," cortisol, rise during tension-filled times. And overtime cause
hormone imbalances and impaired regulation of cortisol.  

And when you are having a “flare”, it is harder for your body to digest your food. And if you
have any extra emotional strain, then it will be difficult to digest it all. 

Most people take medications for health issues that may be more related to emotional
toxicity or malnourishment.  

As long as we had human evolution, our bodies have evolved a system for managing our
response to stress. This system is called the hypothalamic-pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis.
“The HPA axis is a network of endocrine organs, hormones, and other signaling molecules
that serves as the body’s stress-response system. The HPA axis evolved to help our bodies
respond efficiently to acute stressors, such as being chased by a lion, but research indicates
that it is poorly equipped to handle the chronic stressors we face today.”
If you are constantly criticizing, shoulding, defending and feeling guilty about your choices
each day, you are experiencing chronic stress.

Learn more about your stress hormones in your Supportive Resources: Hormonal Support. 

ConsciousNutrition.com
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Are you reacting from a place of resistance, being a victim, justified? 
What do you want to create in your life? 
Do you want to initiate your imagination and creativity with your food and
well-being process? 
What is your bigger WHY?

Are you mentally and emotionally resistant to change? 
Do you think you need to do a diet that everyone else is doing?  

Your thought patterns create your emotions and your inner dialogue. 
Have you ever thought about something and you felt fear and stress in your
body? 

This is causing us to remain in a place of resistance. Personally, I tried to be
perfect with my food, and this only created more stress and resistance in my
life and body.  
Take time to reflect on these questions as you try Meals & Feels 

Health is an 
inside job 
I recommend the movie 
"Inside Out" to help you 
reflect on how your 
inner world was constructed. 

Perception & Resistance 
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Do you want to believe and trust
your Inner Healer?

Will people you love leave you? 
Will your own freedom make you feel insecure?  
Do your own dreams scare you or your loved ones? 
If the weight releases will you have to be more seen and vulnerable? 

There is not any amount of money, resources, or time for anyone else to be accountable for
your health and well-being. 

This doesn't mean you are not supported or can access support, it means you are the common
denominator to be connected to your wellness journey. 

This concept was/is super hard for me. Because I wanted someone to save me.  Woah. I kept
trying to find a friend or boyfriend, family member, stranger to feel or take on my pain or be
responsible for me. (Eckhart Tolle's books are a great resource for this concept) 

What if you take full responsibility and accountability for yourself? 

Take inventory of what inside of you is actually holding you back from being the healthiest
version of yourself. Whether it is journaling, counseling, breathwork, yoga, a walk in nature. BE
still and quiet so you can listen. Try to trust that your body and ego will only allow what needs
to come up.  

I recommend having the support you trust available in case past traumas come up and you
feel alone.
You are not alone. We are all experiencing common human suffering and bliss together.  
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Your Meals & Feels FOCUS

Shift your awareness and expand your consciousness by
understanding your unconscious programming. 
Tune in with your senses with the Feel Your Meal process 
Choose your Meal Type & Recipe that supports your
feelings. 
Rotate your Meal Types every day to reduce bloat
Track yourself to Master yourself: Track your Meals, Feels,
Breaths, Water, and anything else that calls to you. 
Experiment to understand your emotions, mind, body, and
soul
Practice. Repeat. Review Check-lists  
Become your own advocate and nutrition supporter. 

1.

2.
3.
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5.
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8.

Be the nourishment GURU of YOU! 
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Conscious Nutrition 

Meals & Feels

Reduce Your Guilt and Bloat

Thank You! 
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Visit ConsciousNutrition.com

or Follow us on

Instagram

Facebook

Pinterest

For More 
Nourishment 
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